A newsletter from Beta Delta Chapter at University of Montana

Project Boilermaker
Boilermaker was the name of a bedroom built in the basement next to the
boiler of 1110 Gerald. It was built in the 1960s by some industrious Beta
Delta brothers. It was named after a popular beer and tomato juice concoction
and for its curious location next to the massive gas boiler that provided steam
heat for The House. The gas boiler had been converted from the original coal
fired boiler. The original boiler was fed coal from an underground auger system from the original coal storage building that eventually became Ski Shack
in the 1960s.
Boilermaker was a tiny room measuring about 8' x 10' yet boasted three single bunk beds plus closet space. It was constructed totally out of wood including the walls. When the boiler was fired up only a few feet away, it
turned into a literal sauna. The only source of
ventilation in the room was the former coal chute
used in the early 1900s to replenish the coal supply for the boiler.
Regardless of its limitations, Boilermaker was
much sought after by senior brothers who wanted
to distance themselves from the mayhem of the
second floor and Siberia bedrooms. There was
also a handy bathroom next to it called Hogie’s
Head, named for a former cook that legend has it
committed suicide in the kitchen above.
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When the gas boiler needed to be replaced in the
early 1980s, a Fire Marshall inspection brought an
end to Boilermaker. It was an obvious accident
waiting to happen and was demolished. The huge
cast iron gas boiler was replaced with a modern boiler about one quarter the
size.

Points of Interest

The current boiler has done yeoman’s work in heating The House...until now.
After 34 years of faithful service, it is now on life support. To replace it with
a new energy efficient model will cost an estimated $65,000.

• Website Coming Soon (Page 5)

• 2019 Chapter Eternal (Page 2)
• Consuls Corner (Page 3)
• Alumni Boards (Page 4)

• Flag-football champions (Page 5)

Keep the heat on by supporting the Boilermaker Project. If you have questions or input, please contact Rich Thompson at Phone 503.481.7974 or
rich@regenesis.net
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The Paddle
One of the interesting pieces of Beta Delta history is the
paddle tradition. Back in the day, Big Brothers would
create and gift a wood paddle measuring 36" long to
their Little Brothers upon their successful completion of
“The Week”. The paddle looked similar to a cricket bat
and made of unfinished wood ready for decoration
which could be complex or simple depending on the
artistic aptitude of its creator. It typically included Sigma Chi symbols, the recipient’s name, initiation date,
sometimes a number (mine was 8), sometimes a list of
pledge class names and other meaningful images and
text.
Marty Haines ‘63 provided this October 28, 1962 picture of nine new brothers and their paddles that inspired
this
article.
In
Marty’s time, paddles were an integral part of becoming a new brother.

Bill “Skins” Degroot ‘73 about completing this task.
While customized paddles can be purchased on Amazon, Skins states in his defense, “I would not want to go
with a cheap commercial product. I’m looking for some
good, clear, straight-grain Sitka spruce from which I
can harvest my own select, hand hewn board for the
final product. The quest endures.” What dedication to
EXcellence!
Due to the paddle’s connection with hazing, they have
not been part of Beta Delta tradition for years. That
said, Sigma Chi does not prohibit them as gifts. For
those that have them, they represent a meaningful
memory that sweetens in time.

Paddle photos have been received from Doug Moher
‘68, Mike Halligan ‘75, Rich Thompson ‘73, Dennis
Bugge ‘69, Ron Short ‘69, Rex Boller ‘67, John
Bohlinger ‘57 and Jim Thompson ‘58.

But not all brothers
received a paddle
back then. Tom
Stockburger ’74
periodically
harangues Big Brother

Do you still have your paddle? If
so, email photos (front and back)
to contact@grizzlysigs.com and
they will be added to The Paddle
Gallery coming soon

Chapter Eternal

Ted Burton ‘49
Leonard Lust ‘50
Myles J. Thomas Jr. ‘52
John Ulyatt ‘65
Andrew Hossle ‘10
Noah Nickel ‘17
all honor to their
names
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Keith Wuerthner Writes
This is a photo of my all Beta Delta wedding. The photo was taken at the First
Presbyterian Church in Butte, Montana on September 15, 1956. Left to right:
Larry Ellefson ’56, my brother and best man, Ben J. Wuerthner ’53, myself
’56, my oldest brother John P. Wuerthner ’47 and Thomas Nelson ’56. All
except me are in Chapter Eternal.
I have been retired since
2004 but still keep very
busy. I celebrated 58 years
as a
member of Lions
Clubs International.
I
served as a District Governor in 1991-1992 and am a
Life member. I am a Life
member of the New Britain
Lodge of Elks and earlier
this year completed 33 years
as a member of the New Britain Salvation Army advisory board. I am involved with the Fidelco Guide Dog Foundation that provides pure bred German Shepherds to blind residents around the country. It is the only guide dog
training school in New England. I served as chairman of the Lions Advisory
Board to Fidelco as well as serving on the Board of Directors as the Lions District Governor representative.
I am a 24-gallon Red Cross blood donor which took me 50 years to achieve
having started giving blood when I was 18 years old in college at Missoula.
Other than that, not much going on.
In Hoc,
Keith Wuerthner ‘56
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Consul’s
Corner
Brothers,

1110 Gerald Ave Circa 1915

Donating Securities to Beta Delta
If you have considered giving back to Beta Delta Chapter, gifting stocks,
bonds or other securities may be a great way to do it and help you reduce
your yearly tax burden.
Most charitable gifts generate a tax deduction equal to the fair market
value of the property given to charity. This means that Uncle Sam is paying approximately 30% to 40% of the charitable gift depending on your
income tax bracket. You can obtain an even larger bang for your buck by
giving appreciated property to charity.
Since Beta Delta’s house foundation (Sigma Chi Building Foundation) is
approved by the IRS as a 501c3 charitable foundation, it will pay no tax
on the sale of your stock gift since public charities are exempt from income tax on the sale of investment securities.
Using this tax strategy can allow brothers to give back more to Sigma
Chi, an organization that has given us so much. If you would like more
information, consult your financial consultant and your tax advisor.

My name is
Scotty Mizelle and I am very
proud to be serving as Beta
Delta’s Consul this year.
This fall, twenty new brothers took their place in the
circle. We are beyond excited for this new class of Beta
Delta Sigma Chi’s. They
have repeatedly displayed
many of the qualities and
values that we seek in our
brothers and ourselves.
They will surely be a great
credit to our fraternity and I
wish them another warm
welcome to our brotherhood!
The active chapter recently
wrapped up a long and trying, but overall very positive
fall semester and we are
looking forward to another
great semester at 1110 Gerald in the Spring. Feel free
to contact me with any
questions or concerns.
IH,
Scotty Mizelle
Email Scotty

To make a gift of securities to Beta Delta, contact our Director of
Special Gifts Walt Kero ‘73 wkero@kbcpas.net or 406.880.9146

Have you seen me? Contact Rich
rich@regenesis.net
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Tile Tale
Alumni Boards

Stewart Hansen

Brian Bigej
President (2020)
Casey Nichols
Secretary (2021)
Peter Howard
Director (2020)

Brad Cederberg
Brady Tommerup
Secretary (2020)
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It began in the Fall of 1974. Beta
Delta’s house corporation was faced
with a difficult decision. The distinctive clay tile roof of 1110 Gerald had
suffered substantial damage over the
years and was leaking. Faced with a
prohibitively expensive repair, the
house corporation decided to replace
the tile with asphalt shingles.
A roofing contractor named Rolf
Tannberg was hired and came out to
survey the work one morning shortly
afterwards. As he climbed the fire escape to the third floor, RJ Brewer ‘74
was awoken in his room BH Rolfe. He
stuck his head out and inquired “What
are you up to partner?” The contractor
said he was hired to tear off the tile
and lay down asphalt shingles. RJ
climbed out on the fire escape and
advised the contractor that he should
back down the way he came.
RJ rounded up the rest of active chapter to share what he had learned. After
a brief discussion, it was decided to
pitch the house corporation on an alternate plan of action: The actives would
remove the tiles from The House,
Back Shack and Ski Shack and the
consolidated tile supply could be used
to reroof The House. Further, the actives would reroof Back Shack and Ski
Shack for no charge other than the cost
of the asphalt shingles. A contractor
could then be hired to repair The
House roof and reinstall the tile.
The house corporation at the time was
headed by Warren “Stub” Wilcox ’63.
He agreed to active chapter’s plan. The
actives rented a forklift and set about
pulling the tiles and the copper nails
that anchored them and stacked the
tiles onto pallets which were lowered
from the roof and stockpiled in the
parking lot.
Once The House roof underlayment
was exposed, the contractor was able
to repair rotten boards. The actives and
a few young alums installed 90# rolled
roofing over which the tile was reinstalled. They also installed the asphalt
shingles on the other two buildings
contributing hundreds of hours of labor to save the tile roof. The long
range plan was to restore the two
buildings to tile but when was the big
question.
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Twenty six years later in 1999, the
house corporation board was discussing plans to renovate 1110 Gerald with
new paint inside and out, flooring,
furniture, windows, repairing the
stained glass windows, installing new
draperies, new landscaping with a
sprinkler system, a new fire sprinkler
system, kitchen upgrades and numerous other smaller projects. The 600
pound gorilla was repairing The
House’s tile roof (again) and restoring
tile roofs to Back Shack. (Due to structural issues, Ski Shack was not reroofed. It was razed and replaced with
New Ski Shack in 2017 which included a new tile roof.)
The House and Back Shack roofing
project was by far the most expensive
part of the renovation plans at around
$250,000. Since the original Ludowici
brand tile was prohibitively expensive,
a modern Gladding McBean tile was
used for field tiles and Ludowici tiles
for the distinctive ridge and hip tiles.
To the casual observer, the combination of tile brands is indistinguishable
from the original roof. The tile roof job
was accomplished in 2005.
All of this restoration work was targeted to come together at Beta Delta’s
100th Anniversary in 2006. Donations
were received from brothers amounting to $350,000 but there was three
times that amount in various project
costs. So, during the years spanning
1999 to 2006, many projects were accomplished with active and alumni
volunteer labor or in-kind contributions. At the 100th celebration, almost
300 brothers plus their sweethearts
witnessed what had been accomplished.
But the tile tale is not finished. In early
2018, the house corporation board
discussed disposing of the remaining
Ludowici field tiles which had been
stored, partly by John Rimel ‘79 at his
ranch and partly by Bill Watkins ‘76 at
Zip Beverage.

Tile Tale Continued on Page 5
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Tile Tale continued
There was a suggestion about forming a work party to
load the tile and dispose of it at the landfill. Instead, it
was decided that the tiles should be advertised for sale to
Beta Delta brothers first and, if none were interested,
search for a buyer via the internet. The Grizzly Sig Summer 2018 advertised 6000 square feet of historic tile to
the brothers. A few inquiries were fielded but no takers.
An internet search produced an offer of $1/tile ($6000)
from an historic tile broker in Illinois. The company
would also pay for shipping from Missoula. However, the
tiles had to be shipped vertically in custom built crates.
Christian Ueland ‘96 and Marty Ueland ‘66 owned a pallet company in California and offered to supply plastic
containers used for transporting tomato paste. They were
strong and big enough and the price was FREE (a very
good price). However, there would be a shipping cost of
$1000 to get them to Missoula.
A discussion took place with Bill Watkins. Zip Beverage
had a large stockpile of used pallets plus forklifts, power
tools and a commercial shrink wrap machine. Most importantly, Bill was willing to head up a project to build

the needed crates. In late August, the job of disassembling hundreds of pallets began. Just as actives and alums
had done in 1974, they did again in 2018 investing many
volunteer hours to complete this task.
In spite of having power tools, the work was grueling.
Fortunately, at the end of a hard day’s work, what better
place to be than at a beer distributorship? What was intended to be a three day project ended up spanning over a
five weeks of weekend work. Twenty five crates were
built and loaded for shipment. A week later, the shipment
was received and a $6000 check sent for deposit to Beta
Delta’s Heart of the House Campaign. This fund is building a $500,000 endowment for renovation projects.

The Tile Tale was 44 years in the making. It engaged
brothers from the 1960s to the 2020s in a common cause,
helping to maintain The House loved by so many brothers since it was acquired and occupied in 1933. It took
perseverance, vision and teamwork. Fortunately, Beta
Delta has a long history of doing just that since 1906.
By Rich Thompson Beta Delta ‘70 - Montana ‘73

New Alumni Website
Coming 2020
A new website has been
commissioned for the Local Sigma Chi Foundation
as well as Beta Delta and
it’s sure to be an improvement!
GrizzlySigs.com is coming
in early 2020. The new website will feature alumni
news and class notes, an
updated archive of all Grizzly Sig newsletters, many
useful resources and links,
online donation processing,
a brotherhood database for
finding and connecting
with Chapter Alumni from
the past and much more!
Local Missoula technology
company, C2 Solutions, is
heading the project – so
drop a line to brother Nate
Cranston with comments
or suggestions!

Congrats to the Beta Delta flag-football team for
taking 1st place in intramurals!

Happy Holidays and In Ho Ho Hoc!
Sigma Chi Building Foundation
PO box 8874
Missoula MT, 59807
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